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Child protection investigation - Shallom College Campus

20/2/2006
2 female students located walking along Bruce Highway collected by police
and returned to campus after leaving without explanation
15/3/2006
Police called to male student damaging glass panels and not able to be
controlled
22/3/2006
Police called male student creating disturbance, aggressive and potential to
damage property and injury other persons. (Nil formal complaint made re:
damage/assaults etc)

23/3/2006
Police called to campus 3 male students aggressive and creating disturbance.
Upon arrival male and female students were noticed to be under the influence
of substance. Students stated they had been sniffing petrol from campus
mowers when left unsupervised and had placed fuel in bottles around the
campus. Phillip KEANE asked to seek assistance with solvent misuse issues.
Chris SHIRLEY spoken to by phone and appointment made to address
incidents occurring

16/5/2006
NSgt Kerr attended Shalom Campus and met with Chris SHIRLEY and Phillip
KEANE regarding previous calls for service re: substance abuse and
subsequent disturbances. Chris SHIRLEY indicated that he would provide
campus staff with training in dealing with disruptive/aggressive students
19/5/2006
Phone call to Rollingstone police from Phillip KEANE that student had kicked
in bus windscreen. After discussions no formal complaint made and KEANE
sought advice about insurance claim.

24/5/2006
Police called to large disturbance at Crystal Creek campus after KEANE
requests assistance with multiple groups of male and female students fighting
with each other. Upon arrival students were in anxious state with two girls
requiring transport to hospital after being kicked in the arms by male student.
Two females students with superficial cuts to forearms. In addition to fresh
injuries noted that some healed cuts to arms could be self harm type injuries.
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5/6/2006
Rollingstone police attend campus with Police Liaison Officers (indigenous) to
speak to students about behaviour, legal issues around behaviour. Included
protective behaviours.
On number of above visits by police campus staff including house parents
reported students are sexually active with each other and that petrol/aerosol
sniffing is occurring. Some reported that Phillip KEANE is aware of the
situation and is allowing this behaviour to go unchecked.'

